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Abstract

Four ASEAN countries Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand are facing major air pollution problems due to rapid economic growth, urbanization and motorization. Mortality and respiratory diseases caused by air pollution are believed to be endemic in cities of these countries. Regulations and standards are the first requirement for reducing emissions from both fixed and mobile sources. In order to reduce vehicle emissions, governments of the four countries are making efforts to introduce vehicle emission regulations for new vehicles.

This paper attempts to estimate the 2015 car stock by emission regulation levels from past trends. Considering these car stock results, this paper emphasizes monitoring problems such as vehicle registration systems, inspection and maintenance (I/M) systems and fuel quality monitoring systems for vehicles in use. Monitoring problems in developing countries share similar characteristics such as a weakness in government initiatives and inadequate operation of government agencies, which results from a lack of human resources and analysis of facilities. Finally, this paper proposes a method to assure air quality improvement under the different shares of emission regulations in these four ASEAN countries and introduces an example of an evaluation method based on a policy survey to improve air quality.
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1 Background of Air Pollution in four ASEAN Cities

Four ASEAN countries have been facing a major air pollution problem due to rapid economic growth, motorization and urbanization. Figure 1-1 shows GDP per capita[43] and number of vehicle per 1000 people over the period 1985-2002 for Bangkok[4],[47], Kuala Lumpur[54], Jakarta[14], Manila[45], and Japan[37]. As the first observation, compared to Japan (1975), Bangkok (2002) and Kuala Lumpur (2002) are already beyond it in terms of vehicle numbers per 1000 people. These four ASEAN cities have a faster process of motorization in terms of GDP per capita. As the second observation, the national average level [32][37] follows the city level in accordance with economic growth. In the future, there is a high probability of achieving at Japanese level (427 units per 1000 people) at the national level in FOUR ASEAN countries.
Table 1-1 shows air quality monitoring in large four ASEAN cities using the criteria of WHO guidelines[22] [57] as of 1990 and the most recent year of 2002-2005[3][8][9][10][11][58][59][60]. The air pollutants PM$_{10}$ and NO$_2$ become serious from 1990 to the most recent year. A catalyst, an after-treatment vehicle technology, can reduce HC, CO, and NO$_x$ according to vehicle emission regulation levels. However, rapid motorization may cancel out the efforts of air pollution reduction policies. Lead concentration in air was reduced in Bangkok from 1990 to 2005[11], in Manila from 1990 to 2002 [8]
and in Kuala Lumpur from 1990 to 2004 [3][54] because lead had been phased out from automobile fuel in these cities [24][25] (Table 1-1). Lead concentration in air increased in Jakarta from 1990 to 2004[2][15][60] because lead was phased out from automobile fuel in 2006 [27] [29](Table 3-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>NO₂</th>
<th>PM₁₀</th>
<th>O₃</th>
<th>SO₂</th>
<th>Lead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Latest Year (2002-2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>NO₂</th>
<th>PM₁₀</th>
<th>O₃</th>
<th>SO₂</th>
<th>Lead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the World Health Organization (WHO)[57], mortality caused by air pollution in large cities is estimated to be 800,000 people[22]. Two-thirds of the deaths are concentrated in Asian cities. With these concerns of mortality and respiratory disease caused by air pollution in large cities, it is an urgent matter to reduce air pollution in FOUR ASEAN cities. Figure 1-2 shows the 21 literatures from HEI surveys [22] on changes in mortality and respiratory disease by an increase of PM₁₀ in Asia during 1990-2006. When
PM$_{10}$ increases at 10 ug/m$^3$, mortality change increases at a rate of 0.3% to 1.5% from natural mortality. When PM$_{10}$ increases at 10 ug/m$^3$, of respiratory disease change increases at a rate of 1.1% to 4.5% from the normal probability of respiratory disease. Taking into consideration the future health costs [49], policy implementation of emission regulations for new vehicles in early motorization reduced the cost of air pollution reduction. If the cost of air pollution is reduced at present, the cost of health care is reduced in the future.

![Figure 1-2 Literature Survey in Asia (Total number of literature =21) Change of daily mortality and respiratory disease (%) by an increase of PM$_{10}$ at 10 µg/m$^3$](image)

Data sources: HEI[22]
2. Introduction of Vehicle Emission Regulations

The introduction of emission and fuel regulations are merely the first step toward political implementation of air pollution reduction. In recent years, governments in FOUR ASEAN countries have been introducing vehicle emission regulations for new vehicles[7]. Figure 2-1 shows the time schedule of the vehicle emission regulations and sulfur content for new gasoline-driven passenger vehicles in FOUR ASEAN countries. The common target is the introduction of EURO 2 by 2008 and EURO4 by 2012[6]. In fact, the time schedule of 2007 is delayed compared to the time schedule of 2004 [28][38][39].

In order to meet the EURO 2 standard level, it is important to install catalytic converters to meet the emission regulation level (CO, HC, NOx, etc). Since lead in gasoline cause the catalytic converter to malfunction [19], leaded gasoline in four ASEAN countries have been phased out already [23][24][25]. As the next step, lowering the sulfur content (below 500 ppm) is the focus for introducing stricter emission regulations [26][27].
3. Passenger car ownership estimation by emission regulation level

The estimation of passenger car ownership by vehicle emission regulations is a crucial estimation for the analysis of transportation-related policies and emission levels. This section is an attempt at methodological amelioration through emission regulations in a cohort model. This section aims to understand how much the share of vehicle is controlled / uncontrolled by vehicle emission regulations (Figure 2-1) in the vehicle market in each country.

Previous works take into consideration the physical deterioration of the vehicle such as accidents or malfunctions. The JARI passenger car vehicle ownership model (Version 1) attempts a cohort model for...
the Japanese market 1965-2000[30]; in response, the rate of car ownership increases without limit in 2030. A cohort model can be applied for a short term estimation and for the country that has growth rate of car stock. For this cohort model car stock estimation by emission regulation employs a "survival rate" estimated until 2015. The problem of estimation by the cohort model is non-availability of track record for scrappage in four ASEAN countries. Conducting a reasonable literature survey on scrappage, the determinants of scrappage will be the focus. Walkers [56] explained auto dealers are viewed as the agents making scrappage decisions. A vehicle maintenance expense determines scrappage. As an empirical proposition, scrappage seem to be decided by weighting the benefits between the scrappage value and maintenance expenses by owners, which contrasts with previous academic works. Park [50][51] finds the price of new vehicles and repair costs to be highly significant in explaining total scrappage. Berkovec [16] also accurately compared the cost of scrappage and vehicle market value. Greenspan and Cohen [21] introduced a determination of the survival rate with components, which reflects the physical deterioration and vehicle market value.

In this model, applying the Greenspan and Cohen [21] model's concept, the survival rate is determined by the elasticity of new car sales unit [20][34][35][36] in terms of scrappage unit (scrappage = car stock of previous year + new car sales of present year - car stock of present year). The procedure to estimate survival rates follows Okamoto's model[48]. (Eq 1-Eq 6). Reflecting the slow replacement of car stock in four ASEAN countries, the maximum length year of a passenger vehicle ($M$ in Eq1) is assumed to be 30 years because vehicles seem to be used between 20-40 years according to an expert opinion in Thailand. Elasticity of scrappage is assumed to be constant in terms of sales [37] in the year $t$ [16][21][50][51].
In order to estimate $M$ and $a$, Eq 1 is converted into log form (Eq 2).

$$\log p(t) = \frac{t}{t-M} \log a$$

Eq 2

In order to yield the value of constant $a$ (elasticity of scrappage in terms of sales in the year $t$), Eq 2 can be converted as Eq 3. Supposing $M$ (the maximum length year for a passenger vehicle) is fixed, various combinations of vehicle age at the year 2005 ($t$) and survival rate $p(t)$ yields various results of $\log a$.

$$\log a = \log p(t) - M \frac{\log(t)}{t}$$

Eq 3

In order to yield the value of $M$ (Maximum length of years for a passenger vehicle), Eq 2 can be converted as Eq 4. When $\log a$ is fixed, various combination of $t$ and $p(t)$ yields various results of $M$.

$$M = t - \frac{t}{\log p(t)} \log a$$

Eq 4

Average value of various results of $\log a$ is expressed as $\overline{A}$ (Eq 5). Average value of various results of $M$ is expressed as $\overline{M}$ (Eq 6). Average value $\overline{A}$ is supposed to be equal to the fixed value $\log a$. Average value $\overline{M}$ is supposed to be equal to the fixed value $M$. The simultaneous equations (Eq 5 and Eq 6) estimate $\log a$ and $M$.

$$\overline{A} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t} \log p(t) - \overline{M} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t} \left( \frac{\log p(t)}{t} \right)$$

Eq 5
Using of the results of Eq 5 and Eq 6, Figure 3-1 shows the survival curves of four ASEAN countries.

![Survival Curves of Passenger Vehicle](image)

Figure 3-1 Survival Curves of Passenger Vehicle (Maximum length year = 30 years)

By using the survival rate of vehicles in the year 2000 by country, Figure 3-2 shows the estimation of car stock by vehicle age in four ASEAN countries in the year 2004. Figure 3-3 shows the estimation of total passenger vehicle stock by emission regulation in four ASEAN Countries with an assumption of new car sales growth at 1% per year by 2015.
Assuming the durability of a vehicle to be 30 years in ASEAN countries, the share of vehicles controlled by emission regulations (Euro 4) varies by country. While a half of the passenger vehicles are uncontrolled by emission regulations by the year 2015 in Philippines and Indonesia, a half of the passenger vehicles are controlled by the year 2015 in Thailand and Malaysia. Assuming less-efficient present systems are the norm in the future, the number of problems may increase in line with the motorization process.

Not only implementation of emission standards for new vehicles, but also regular maintenance and inspection of vehicle with uncontrolled emissions are effective for emission reductions. For example, the annual passenger vehicle kilometers travelled (VKT) is 20,000-30,000 km in Thailand, which is longer distance at 2-3 times than that of Japan. Considering the external costs of health effects from air pollution and global warming effects, improvements of I/M will be an appropriate measures and cost effective measures for emission reduction from vehicles of uncontrolled emissions.
4. Proposal for Air Pollution Reduction

In this chapter, the method of air pollution reduction will be proposed from a real-world point of view.

Four ASEAN countries have legislation regarding registration and inspection systems. However, operation of the registration, I/M (inspection and maintenance) systems and fuel quality monitoring system used in developing countries are observed to share similar characteristics, such as a weakness of government initiative and inadequate operation by government bodies, which results from shortages of human resources and analysis facilities[27][31].

A better operation of inspection system enables used vehicles to be regularly checked for defects in vehicle parts and improve them by exchanging them for better parts and by tuning. A better operation of inspection system can definitely phase out high-emission vehicles. According to a GTZ report [17], vehicles which did not pass an inspection test emitted 1.7-7 times higher CO levels than vehicles which
did pass. As a successful example, in 2000 a voluntary I/M bus project called the "Blue Sky project" in Jakarta reduced HC by 49%, CO by 53%, soot by 61%, and increased fuel saving by 5%[55][53].

A better operation of I/M system is based on a better operation of registration system. A better operation of registration confirms the track record of vehicle registration by year, model, and vehicle age, which assure tax revenue from the vehicle. Less-efficient operation of registration system allows these four ASEAN countries to keep old vehicles on the road for longer. Table 4-1 shows the type of vehicle inspections, intervals and deregistration processes. Due to less-efficient operation of registration systems, the number of inspected vehicles is very limited, so that the system is unable to reflect the overall emission quality situation in the real world. Less-efficient operation of registration system can hardly protect consumer rights from recalls and stolen vehicles. The lack of deregistration is another problem [18][33][42][52] in registration system. Deregistration process can clarify the track record of discarded vehicle by number and year.

For policy recommendation, operations of registration and deregistration should be improved compared to that of developed countries. In the future, the better operation of registration system will be essential for monitoring the vehicle recycle process. It enables us to collect tax revenue properly. It can also differentiate vehicle tax levels by technical performance.

Another problem is regional differences in technology levels between auto dealers and local factories. In order to support I/M system, it is necessary to identify the technology level by a nationwide certification system for engineers, inspectors and mechanics. Four ASEAN countries do not have a nationwide certification for mechanics so some local private maintenance shops do not have the skill for tuning EURO 2 vehicle. If technical skill is identical, vehicle users can send vehicles to any dealers or
maintenance workshop. While car dealers have the knowledge and technology to tune EURO 2 level or higher vehicles, local factories do not have either knowledge or the technology to tune EURO 2 vehicles.

A nationwide certification system can smoothly guarantee and monitor more stringent emission standards in the future. With the nationwide certification system, more stringent emission regulation than EURO 2 can be introduced smoothly. The nationwide certification system can create bring a new business of maintenance shop business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspection interval (Year)</th>
<th>Passenger Vehicle</th>
<th>Commertial Vehicle</th>
<th>Motorcycle or 3 wheelers</th>
<th>Deregister Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Passenger vehicle, Pick Up 1-1-1- &lt;Vehicle age &gt; 7 years)</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5t Truck 3-3-3- &gt;3.5 t Truck 1-1-1- &lt;20 seats Bus 3-3-3- &gt;20 seats Bus 1-1-1- Tuk Tuk 1-1-1- Taxi 0.5-0.5-0.5-</td>
<td>1-1-1-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>No inspection</td>
<td>0.5-0.5-0.5- (Taxi, Jeepney)</td>
<td>No inspection</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>No inspection</td>
<td>2-0.5-0.5-0.5-</td>
<td>2-0.5-0.5-0.5-</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>No inspection</td>
<td>0.5-0.5-0.5-</td>
<td>Commercial 3 wheelers 0.5-0.5-0.5-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1 Vehicle Type for Inspection, Interval* and Deregister Process in four ASEAN Countries

* Valid period until next inspection. Number shows "First inspection year-Second inspection year-Third inspection year". Ex) 1-1-1- : Annual inspection

Data sources: JARI-UN conference [42], AIT[12], Ministry of Industry, Indonesia[18] Aminuddin [33], JASIC[40], Ivasith[52], Hearing from related institutes

The delay of more stringent emission regulation introduction is caused by a short supply of appropriate fuel quality [28][38]. The more conformed fuel quality (EURO2, 3 and 4), less supply. The following three examples show the results of fuel quality monitoring. First, the fuel monitoring results for lead content, obtained by the Ministry of Environment in Indonesia and an Indonesian environmental NGO called KPBB[27], have been observed to increase off-specification fuel after the introduction of EURO 2 in 2005.
In 2003 and 2004, prior to its introduction, all samples (number of samples = 31 per year) were observed to meet the lead standard at national level. In 2005, after the introduction of EURO 2, 12 out of 31 samples were noted to have exceeded the lead standard at national level.

How to assure air quality improvement under the different share of vehicle types in four ASEAN countries? After an air pollution act, vehicle emission and fuel quality regulations are introduced, and policies of monitoring such as better operation of monitoring systems like registration, inspection, fuel quality monitoring and air quality monitoring should be introduced[28][29][31]. Based on a simulation of emission volume from these policies[5], it is necessary to evaluate if the total emission volume can be below the standards. (Figure 4-1)

First, real vehicle usage such as car stock by vehicle age, vehicle speed and emission factors on-road
should be measured as quantitative data. By modeling a typical driving cycle with quantitative data, the total emission volume in the air quality is estimated in the simulation. From the results of the emission simulation, the main problem from mobile sources can be estimated. After the problem estimation, a list of countermeasures can be listed as potential policies. From the list of countermeasures, the potential policies need to be revised at the activities level and prioritized from the point of cost performance, health impact and other criteria. Finally, the best solution with regard to the actual situation will be proposed to support the political recommendation.

5. Conclusion

In order to reduce automobile emissions, governments of four ASEAN countries have been making efforts to introduce vehicle emission regulations. It is also necessary to adjust the fuel property to render it suitable for the technology level of the emission reduction equipment that is used for after-treatment. Vehicle emission performance has detrimental effects on air quality, and consumers then have to cover the costs related to vehicular problems.

As a first step, this paper is an attempt to estimate passenger vehicle stock by emission regulations in four ASEAN countries. The estimation of passenger car ownership by emission regulations is successful in estimating scrappage within the limits of data availability. The results show that early implementation of emission regulations for new vehicles is important. Taking into consideration a large share of uncontrolled vehicles in the vehicle market in the estimation results, better operation of fuel quality monitoring systems, registration systems and I/M systems should support vehicle emission regulations and fuel quality standards.

Finally this paper proposes an example of an evaluation method based on a survey for policy to
improve air quality because four ASEAN countries are faced with different problems due to different shares of vehicle type and different emission regulation levels.

Fortunately, Japan has many experiences with air pollution and much accumulated know-how. This knowledge and technology should be transferred to four ASEAN countries to ensure that they do not repeat the same health effects.
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